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Star Raft Instructions 
   

 
 

 

1.  Steve Scruggs will serve as star leader and will be directing boats on the radio on 

channel 68.  The star leader will be on one of the four "stake" boats.  The star leader will 

be in charge of all commands to get 

boats into place and break them up. 

 

2.  Pick the four biggest boats as the 

"stake" boats.  AT-41 Flexible will 

serve as stake boat #1 and anchor first 

with its bow into the wind. 

 

3.  After Flexible is anchored and has 

about a 5:1 scope out, then get stake 

boat #2 to anchor 180 degrees opposite 

stake boat #1.  Again a 5:1 scope. 

 

4.  The sterns of the first two stake 

boats at this point should be roughly 

120 feet apart.  

 

5.   Get a strong line (docking or stern tie size) connecting the sterns of stake boats #1 and 

#2.  Get reasonably taut.  You will need probably 2 dinghys in the water with 2 people in 

each to assist with the lines. 

 

6.  Get stake boats #3 and #4 anchored, again 5:1 scope, filling in the other 2 points of the 

compass; also 120 feet apart.  

 

7.  At this point, from overhead, there are four boats anchored on opposite points of the 

compass, each with lines connected to the boat directly opposite. 

July 15
th

 Schedule: 
1pm Rendezvous at Rescue Bay for Stake Boats 

2pm Rendezvous at Rescue Bay for all other boats 

Star Raft Leader:  Steve Scruggs    M/V Flexible   VHF 68 
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8.  Now its time to start filling in the gaps.  Get 2 smaller boats to come alongside and 

side tie to both port and starboard of each of the four stake boats. The stern lines should 

be short with the bow lines long.  These boats do not need to anchor.  The raft now has 12 

boats.  There should be room for about 2-3 more boats between the four groups.  

 

9.     Now pick the next four largest boats, getting them to each set anchor and back into a 

spot alongside each group of rafted boats.  Again, 5:1 scope.  At this point the remaining 

boats should begin backing in, without anchor, to raft onto the existing rafted groups. 

 

10.  Theoretically, the raft is now formed and there should be 8 anchors out from the 8 

largest boats at 5:1 scope. 

 

11.  Now it is time to tighten the raft up.  The diameter of the interior circle formed by the 

raft of boats should be about 60-80 feet.  The key here is giving enough slack on the bow 

and getting tight enough on the stern so that when viewed from above, it is symmetric. 

 

12.  The star leader should be able to judge for the most part who has to loosen up and 

who has to tighten up to make it symmetric. 

 

13.  Once the raft is formed, the stern lines from the original four boats can be removed, 

or left in place to serve as a handhold for anyone swimming. 

 

14.  During the tightening process, what should happen is that the anchored boats will 

need to let out on their anchors to get a tighter circle.  This increases the scope to about 

6:1 which will provide all the holding power necessary. 

 

Breaking up the Raft 
 

This is very tricky and is largely dependent on the wind. 

 

1.  Again, everyone needs to be with engines on and on the radio with the star leader 

calling the action. 

 

2.  Check for wind direction as that is key.  The weather boat will be the last to pull up 

anchor. 

 

3.  Begin with the leeward most boats not at anchor and have the first two slip out.  Then 

have the leeward most anchored boat move out and hoist anchor.  

 

4.  As that is happening, the next boats radiating from the leeward positions should leave 

the raft. 

 

5.  By having the windward boats be the last to leave, the integrity of the raft stays.  If the 

windward boat was to pull anchor, then everyone else would begin drifting to leeward. 
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6.  As the first leeward half of the raft leaves, then the more windward boats can leave, 

one at a time on each side with the last boat being the most windward stake boat. 

 

7.  If winds are nonexistent, then dismantling the raft is less complicated and less 

dependent on proper sequence. 

 

 

What to do if the wind comes up hard in the middle of the 

night: 
 

1.  Wish you were not in a star raft. 

 

2.  Have a prearranged signal of three blasts of an air horn to alert everyone that they 

need to turn on the radio and get their engines running.  

 

3.  Assign all anchored boats the job of blasting the air horn if any one of them feels the 

raft is in jeopardy. 

 

4.  Light winds of up to 10 kts should not be a problem; even 15 is probably ok but would 

be a cause for nervousness. 

 

5.  If the wind and conditions suggest breaking the raft up, it should be done in the same 

sequence as above but with more caution. 

 

6.  The Star Leader should have an Assistant Star Raft Leader to assist but should be 

calling the shots on the radio.  It may help to have written down the sequence of boats the 

night before, prior to greenbox, so that in the dark the star leader can identify which boats 

need to be moving out. 

 

7.  Everyone should have a back up plan for anchoring; ie have a place picked out they 

can go to in the dark. 

 

8.  In reality, in the event of a raft break up at night, the original four stake boats, could 

probably remain at their anchor, with one boat rafted on each side and be just fine and not 

fouling anyone else.  This would mean that only half of the boats would need to pull up 

and relocate.  This should be talked about in advance. 

 

NOTE:  If when it is time to break up the raft you still have the two stern lines in place 

and reasonably taut, the intermediate boats can leave prior to any of the stake boats.  In 

this situation with stern lines in place, then the four last boats with anchors should be the 

first to leave, then the boats which are side tied and then lastly the four stake boats, which 

would leave the raft simultaneously.  By leaving the stern lines in place, it provides for a 

safer and more controlled raft break up whether in the morning or in the event the wind 

comes up in the night. 
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Important Considerations: 
 

1. The biggest boat doesn't always have the best anchoring gear. The four stake boats 

need to have the largest anchors and the heaviest chain. 

 

2. It is best to keep the stern lines from the four stake boats in place. 

 

3. The most important thing about putting one boat next to another is height of the 

adjacent freeboard on each boat. They should be within a few inches of one another. Use 

lots of fenders. 

 

4. Pick VERY protected water for the raft with a low tide depth of about 15-35 feet and a 

good bottom. This makes anchoring much easier. 

 

5. If there is a reasonable threat that the wind might come up while the raft is in place, 

abandon the idea of a star raft. It is dangerous, no fun and difficult to anchor in the dark, 

especially with lots of other boats around and doing the same thing. 

 

6. If the prevailing wind is continuous and from the same direction, put more anchors out 

to windward. 

 

End 


